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Abstract
People participation in the management and decision-making of government becomes an indicator of peoples’ sovereignty, but it is not intended that all people should be directly involved. The type of this research was a normative method to organize electoral law in Indonesia in realizing the aspirative of the House of Representatives. The result shows that the legal provisions for recruitment the candidate of members of legislative has not been optimal. One indication is the mechanism of recruitment is not adequate. Legal instruments regarding the elections organizer is not representative, because the elements of the quality standards of competence, integrity, and accountability towards the elections have not been adequately regulated in the laws and regulations. While, the terms and reinforcement (competence) of candidate of legislative’s member are regulated in legislation. In addition, requires legal instruments of election organizing that is comprehensive to accommodate the concept of supervision and in order to realize the representative parliamentary.
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1. Introduction
“The sovereignty shall be in the hand of the people and implemented according to the Constitution,”¹ A manifestation of the principle of people’s sovereignty that guaranteed by the Constitution requires that the people who the real holder of the State with all its authority to carry out all the functions of State’s power, both at legislative, executive, and judiciary, based on “Almighty God”. Government policies based on the will and wishes of the people, then the people who determine the objectives and policies of the State, and the people have the full power within the government.

The embodiment of the peoples’ representatives through a democratic means from the people, by the people, and for the people contains that the people who sovereign in determining the objectives of State’s administration and management.² Therefore, shall be in accordance with the will and desires of the people as the supreme sovereign holder.

People participation in the management and decision-making of government becomes an indicator of peoples’ sovereignty, but it is not intended that all people should be directly involved. This requires the institution as people’s representative that functions to receive and distribute the people’s aspirations; formulating a regulation in the governance; and budgeting in accordance with the will and needs of the people.

The implementation of people’s sovereignty in Indonesia requires the presence of political parties to conducts functions of political recruitment. Roles and responsibilities of political parties are not only to prepare candidates in the general election to be elected to the legislature³. However, political parties still control the performance of members of political parties as people’s representative (constituents), so the performance of the members of political party is not out of the corridor of the establishment of political parties. The involvement of political parties in peoples’ representative institutions (legislative) should give space to people to fill the representative institutions.

Requires a rigorous selection process to become a member of a political party, additionally become candidates of a particular party. The reason for this internal party selection process is not strict. Therefore, the pattern of unclear recruitment for political party members lead to legislative in drafting legislation produced by “horse eye glass”.⁴ As a consequence, many products in legislation are overlapping one another.

In a system of representation, apart from the problem of recruitment of prospective members of the House of Representatives on the political party, the phenomenon of general elections is not effective, so it become a prolonged problem. And also, the House of Representatives was not optimal in performs their duties and functions, due to the low monitoring by the Parliament Honorary Board.⁵

As described above, there are some facts to be discussed in this paper, namely; first, the process of cadre in political parties tend not operate; second, easy to become members of political parties in the absence of a rigorous selection; and third, the implementation of general elections tends not to realize the representation of people that quality.

2. Method of the Research
This research using a normative method⁶ to organize electoral law in Indonesia in realizing the aspirated of the House of Representatives. Data obtained from several scientific resources and it presented in the writings of both deductive, inductive,

¹ A mandate of the Indonesian Constitution as stipulated on Article 1 (2) of the 1945 Constitution.
and mix. Legal materials obtained from the result of writing and analyzed by using the theoretical basis of literature and concepts.

3. Legal Provisions in Organizing the Legislative Election

The executor of general elections becomes an important part in realizing the democratic constitutional State. In practice, requires the executor to work independently and its process can be accounted for according to law. Elections are a means of people’s political to give a mandate to the people who become representatives. Complexity in the community demanding the aspiration process of election becomes a necessity.

On the other hand, the legal system of elections must accommodate the plenary of general election system. The presence of the plenary legal arrangement in elections and organizers are professionalism, then certainly the success of the elections. Instead, legal arrangement of electoral were not good and the organizers are not professional will culminate in a general election is not get legitimacy of public confidence.

Related to the general election, according to Hamid Muchlis, that almost all countries have institutions that can be referred to as the "auxiliary state’s bodies". According to him, the body generally serves to support the main State institutions. Auxiliary state’s organ can be formed of the functions of main State institutions that theoretically perform three functions, namely the legislative, executive, and judicial. The establishment of these supports organizations, in order of effectiveness of powers which it is responsible. In addition, there are also independent institutions, whose authority can be sourced from the direction of the State constitution or governance requirements and generally established by legislation.

The electoral commission related to auxiliary state’s body or auxiliary state’s organs. The existence of electoral commission is mandated by the constitution (the 1945 Constitution) in order to elections. General election is very complex, ranging from planning; drafting regulations, until the cooperation relationship or coordination with the competent parties, party professionals, for all the implementation should there be a legal standard. Thus, in the aspect of implementation the functions for members of the Electoral Commission especially on the regulatory then surely it is certain that it is capable of performing the task of making laws and regulations are those who have the competence and expertise.

Required a standard for legal arrangement as standard democratic elections and based on the principle of election, as stated by Guy S Goodwin-Gill that:

"Free and fair elections can be achieved if there is a legal instrument that governing all the election process; so it able to protect the organizers, participants, candidates, voters, observers, and citizens in general from fear, intimidation, violence, bribery, fraud and other fraudulent practices that will affect the result of election. Therefore, free and fair elections require election legislation and officers who responsible for enforcing the election legislation."

For comparison, the standard of international democratic elections that the determinant of a democratic election or not is the presence of body or election organizers. International standards state that the election organizers institutions must do all electoral activities in an independent, transparent, and impartial.

In the perspective of international law, the Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (IDEA) formulated a number of international standards as benchmarks of democratic election or not. This international standard is a minimum requirement for the legal framework or legislation to ensure democratic elections. The main source of international standards of democratic elections that are Universal Declarations of Human Rights 1948, the International Covenant on Civil Rights and Political 1960, the European Convention 1950 for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, also Africa’s Charter 1981 on Human and Peoples’ Rights.

Especially for the electoral bodies, the international standards of democratic elections confirm the need for a legal guarantee that these institutions are able to work independently. The independence of electoral organizer is an important issue, because the organizers of election make and implement decisions that may affect the result of election.

As above, however, the body of elections organizer works within an efficient work time, have a qualified resource, and there are adequate funds. Electoral laws should regulate the size, composition and tenure for members of election organizing bodies. Also, regulate the relationship between the election organizer body in both central and local, and the relationship between all electoral institutions with executive agencies. The law should make provision for a mechanism to process, adjudicate and dispose of electoral complaints in a timely manner.

As a comparison, the standard of international law in relation to the elections to ensure that bodies work independently, namely: the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1944 and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1966. Based on these two international documents, International Parliamentary Union and IDEA International formulates a number of institutional standards of the general elections, namely:

First, the independence of the electoral organizer is an important issue, because the general elections make and implement decisions that can affect the result of elections. Therefore, these institutions should work within an efficient time frame, have a qualified resource, and provided adequate funding. Second, the electoral law should regulate the size,
composition and tenure for members of election organizing institution. Also, regulate the relationship between the election organizer body in both central and local, and the relationship between all electoral institutions with executive agencies. The law should make provision for a mechanism to process, adjudicate and dispose of electoral complaints in a timely manner.

In the aspect of professionalism of the elections organizer, the word of professionalism is a mental attitude of a person who has knowledge and technical capabilities to a job with a full sense of responsibility that the exercise of the full of consistency, disciplined, honest, and loyal to a job that is done by full-time well to personal purpose and a common goal (group).

Its relation with the duties and authority of the Electoral Commission as election organizer are so extensive, to arrange the stages of electoral regulation, carry out all stages of the electoral process, and to monitor and enforce the rules of the electoral law enforcement.1

The complexity of the duties and authority of the election organizer, it is necessary to have professional members. Related to the above, as according to Halmstead, an election must be managed by a specialized group of experts who have been highly trained and committed that manage and facilitate the electoral process and who are permanent employees of the election organizer body. As an element of professionalism to the elections organizer in order to conduct free and fair elections are the organizer should be a group of experts who have been trained and have the competence and high commitment in the general election.

4. Supervision as “Main Actor” in Realizing the Representatives of Legislative
The concept of surveillance has two parties that are related.2 The party who supervise is given the authority both inside and outside an organization (supervised) to pay attention to those who supervised and briefed accordingly. While the supervised parties are party who has relation to who supervise, the relationship between the supervisor and the supervised are either institutional relations or relations for competence. Thus, the parties who supervise actually have a relationship institutionally and have more competence than those supervised. Therefore, they would be able to know and understand more of the supervised. Instead, it would not work an effective supervision, if the supervisors do not (competence) to know and understand the party who supervised, especially in terms of understanding the performance of the supervised.

Supervision is not absolute from the outside or inside in an organization, its provisions that the party who supervise would better understand and know the supervised party based on a goal that has been determined. Thus, the supervised parties will always conduct a job as determined by based on a provision. Such provisions in the form of laws or regulations are to understand main duties and its functions each other. Thus, in a job will be planned, implemented, in achieving a goal because supervision is not only done on a mistake in the implementation, but more than that since the plan will be to achieve a goal will always be supervised.

The supervision will be very important to be done especially with regard to the people’s interest and in this case is the public. Whereas, the people in giving the mandate to someone or many people, the community no longer has to be a part that can control the attitude of the given mandate. Against the theory of imperative and free mandate is to do with the theory of modern constitutional state (welfare state) as Miriam Budiarjo’s1 view that the character is “Constitutional protection, in the sense that the constitution in addition to ensuring the rights of individuals must also determine the procedural way to the protection of rights the guaranteed rights.” Thus, both imperative and free mandates are the legal provision that conducted by the representatives of the represented (the public). Meanwhile, the rights of individuals (people), as well as the procedures to be embodied by the representatives of the community.

In principle, the presence of legal provisions, then the general public is no longer have to be a part in the direct supervision, because the legal provision has provided a guarantee for realizing the public’s rights, in accordance with the procedures and applicable regulations. It can be done if the representatives are those who have the competence and morality for carrying out a mandate, but on the other hand, can only occur outside of the will of the mandate if the representative no competence and no moral to the public interest.

If, the people’s representatives do not have the competence and moral, of course, it is certain that these representatives are not-aspirative. Because in a process to conducting the people’s mandate is not able to realize the benefit of peoples’ rights and will be able to conducting the provisions of the constitution. If mandates are conducted as constitution, then due to the result or consequence on their repressive measures of control which suspended actions or cancellation of an activity to be carried out by a representative of an activity or work to be done.

Against supervision conducted for realizing the people’s rights (aspiration) in accordance with the legal provisions, the supervision is done by the party that is given the authority, by conduct inherent supervision namely supervision directly by officials against his/her subordinates for any duties that is the responsibility of subordinates it, in realizing the people’s mandate (aspiration) the need for supervision (law) according to the rules, supervision in accordance with the work procedures (politics) and supervision in accordance with the will of the wishes of the people (social).

In planning, process, implementation, and until the results achieved must correlated. Then, supervision is a provision of mutual accords between planning, process, implementation and the specific purpose, and has consequences each other. While, the essence of supervision are supervision of a value. The consequences as a result in the value of a work may be suspended until recovery, or canceled because not in conformity with the provisions in force.

---

If both arguments are taken as a basic concept in supervision, then there is a relationship between managerial supervision and law. The working of law as a tool in conducting control of the party is given the authority to the public interest. That the law as an instrument of social control, interpreted as a law is not for law, but the law is for a man, or law for the benefit of man. Meanwhile, the supervision in the sense of managerial is the supervision of a value ranging from a process of implementation and results achieved in accordance with the initial plan.

Supervision in State organizing is an implication of the rule of constitutional State and democracy as argued by Ridwan HR that is first the principle of constitutional State one of them is the legality is "the restriction of citizen’s freedom (by the government) have to be found its principles in the legislation. Second, the principle of democracy is the "supervision and control (organizing) of government must be controlled" and "the people are given the possibility to objection."

Basically, the argument of Ridwan are the State administration is to be based on a rule and the rule is based on the constitution, as a consequence as an constitutional or legal state, while the consequences of a democracy state is that the State organizer are to be supervised or controlled. While, the people is given democratic right to conducts an objection to the government as a giver of mandate of the government (receive of mandate).

The restrictions of government’s power should also be subject to the will of the people (democracy) and shall be restricted to the norm of law and in the highest levels is called as constitution. Characteristics and main principles of a constitutional or democratic State and one of them is the judiciary that is free from other powers and impartially.

For this view that if it is considered that the restriction imposed on members of the House of Representatives through the judiciary, it certainly will be restricted to the duties and the authorities given by the legislation, so the restriction through institutional mechanisms to members of legislative is certainly not optimal, should members of legislative is supervised by an institution that has the authority to interpret the values and norms contained in the constitution. With the supervision of a member of legislative, then it is meant as a form of monitoring that is done vertically to provide interpretation by referring to a rule, and in accordance with the authorities given to supervisors.

In supervisory both in aspects of legal, political and social are the presence of a competent person giving interpretation to give a final value. And each of the final value will be consequence for suspended or cancellation a work. And a consequence both administratively and politically to the social consequences of the people who supervised. This means that supervision must have the legal power to impose sanctions. Both preventive, repressive and that is a power of supervision itself.

The existence of Parliament institutions as an institution to conducts the peoples’ sovereignty. While, the value of the people’s sovereignty and becomes the responsibility of the members of legislative to absorb the aspiration of people. Therefore, in conducts the people’s sovereignty to absorb the aspirations of the people, its indicator is the performance of the members of the legislative. If the performance of legislative is aspirational it would certainly be an institution that reflects the aspirations of peoples’ sovereignty as well.

Basically, the performances of legislative’s members are not so easy, because it will be in direct contact with the needs of the people (constituent), and the people’s interests. For performance of duties and functions given it must be based on the 1945 Constitution and legal provision that govern them. The aspiration of people is not a benchmark for aspiration. Because, as the constitutional States, certainly should be based on the law.

Legislative’s members would be aspiration, if accords between the will and desires of the people and in accordance with the law. Related to the relationship between aspiration (people), performance (legislative’s members), on the principle (legal), then the performance is ultimate achievement in an organization’s activities or a special work function for a certain period, as according to Jhon Bernadin that: “performance is defined as the record outcomes product on the specified function job or activity during a specified time period.”

Against members of legislative, in conducting a performance is certainly not simply enough with the supervision given by the political parties in the political education process. However, equally important as the provision of competence carried academically and or experiences during their stay in the region of constituents. As a member of legislative is not only the task of receiving aspirations, and yet another task is how to make a regulation that is aspirational. Besides that, the function of budgeting as something vital, it takes a competence to conduct a performance, the budget can be useful for the public interest (constituents).

As part of indicator is the ability to implement a function of the performance of members of legislative against the budget, supervision, aspiration then at least as a member of legislative has competence; knowledge of the duties and functions as members of legislative, expertise in conducting its duties and functions as member of legislative, and the presence of a shared experience together constituents (in some measure). The experience is intended as part of the aspirations that are able to feel (as a representative) and knows all the needs of the community (constituent), so the performance is done is directly correlated with the interests and needs of the peoples. Creating the aspirational members of legislative, in the first step is to become roles and responsibilities that are attached to political parties in providing political education and recruitment as candidates for Parliament.

According to the authors, there are 2 (two) important things in the implementation of the constitutional and democracy State against members of legislative, first, requirement, and mechanism and competencies as a candidate of Parliament should be a provision as a measure. Presumably, later at least be able to conducts their task and role. Second, the mechanisms and competencies that they are going through. As a way to select members of legislative and at least as

---

aspirative legislative. Third, the implementation of elections which have competence; professionalism, credibility, transparency, and accountability as well as the will of election laws.

In implementing a performance as a member of legislative then their basic knowledge of the Parliament with main duties and functions. Simply put, how to perform a job as a member of legislative where the duties and functions of these institutions are not known. How can achieve a product of good law, while those assigned to make the laws and regulations do not have the ability and competence, at the same time also did not understand the wishes and the will of the people as a mandate giver.

Due to the lack of knowledge about basic tasks and functions of members of legislative is directly correlated with not maximal performance of legislative’s members. Hence, as a member of legislative in order to understand and know the will and desires of the people then they first settled at some time in the district (constituency). Not only an instant to become a member of legislative with only a mere political party members, and with their particular approach to the political party official who has the authority to determine the candidates for members of legislative.

On one hand, as the mandatory of the people, the members of legislative are open to receive aspiration, criticism, opinion of the people represented. Not exactly “patronize” the people with the intention of discrediting the public, for the purposes and individuals and groups or party interest. According to the author, that the existence of the Parliament as an institution and a member of Parliament as an institution is a manifestation of the people’s sovereignty who were born as the mandatory of people. The political parties are not giving the mandate to the representative in the Parliament. Political party is only as a forum for learning, testing proficiency in managing the political (government) within a country. The idea of the birth of a legislative basically sourced from the desires of people for a law as a means to regulate the common life in addition to their need for agencies that create and enforce it. Generally, members of legislative represent the people through political parties. These representatives are political representation.

5. Conclusion

Legal provisions for recruitment the candidate of members of legislative has not been optimal. One indication is the legal provisions for recruitment the candidate of members of legislative have not been adequately regulated in the laws and regulations. On this basis, the authors suggested that the legal provisions on recruitment for members of legislative are regulated in the Basic and Household Budgeting of Political Parties. While, the terms and reinforcement (competence) of candidate of legislative’s member are regulated in legislation. In addition, requires legal instruments of election organizing that is comprehensive to accommodate the concept of supervision and in order to realize the representative parliamentary.
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